


Places Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Sol (2 questions)

Plaza Mayor (2 questions)

El Botin (2 questions)

Plaza de Oriente (1 question)

Real Monasterio de la Encarnacion (1 
question)

The Royal Palace (1 question)

Almudena cathedral (2 questions)

Plaza de la Villa (2 questions)

San Gines (2 questions)

Bonus challenges (worth up to 3 points)



How 
did it 
go?

What was your 
favourite 
place/building? Why?

What did you find 
surprising about 
Madrid/its history?



City vocabulary
Nouns

City           Tourist attractions

Town         Museums

Village       Theatres       

Traffic       Public transport (metro, bus)

Parks         Neighbourhood

People      Square 

Cafés         Library

Bars           

Cinemas

Adjectives

Rural    

Urban              Interesting

Busy                 Boring

Relaxed            Expensive

Loud                 Cheap   

Quiet              

Polluted

Clean

Dirty

Safe

Unsafe

Good 

Bad



Reading comprehension



Questions



Where are you from?

● Tell us about your home city/town/village
● What is it famous for?
● What things make you proud of your home city/town/village?
● Are any famous historical figures/celebrities from there?
● Does your home city/town/village have any negative aspects?



Comparatives & Superlatives



How does your home city/town compare to Madrid?

My home city of Brussels is smaller than Madrid, but they 
are similar. Both cities have a long history and beautiful 
architecture: Madrid has one of the biggest palaces in 
Europe and I think Brussels has the most impressive Art 
Nouveau buildings in the world.

Comparatives 
Superlatives



Madrid city is 
divided into 
neighbourhoods
. They are very 
different. Many 
of these areas 
and metro stops 
are named after 
people…



Reflection

• What did you know about Madrid before today?

• Note three things that you have learnt about Madrid today (these can 
be from the quiz, from exploring the city, the reading, or from your 
research of a historical figure).



Your portfolio

In these two weeks, we will do many activities. At the end of the two 
weeks you will present what you have learnt.

It is good practice each day to reflect on your learning to help you 
remember key points for your portfolio:

What have I learnt today?

How can I apply this to my own teaching?
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